
Chapter 9: Determine

Technology Integration

This technology integration lesson features the following technology.

• SMART Board

• Launchpad sticky notes

• Microsoft Word or Google Docs

• Google Sheets

• Canva (www.canva.com)

Digital Integration Task

This chapter’s Instructional Strategy (page 96) calls for the use of sticky notes. If you have a Mac computer, 
a digital version of sticky notes is available under Other on your computer’s launchpad. Show upper-grade 
students how to open the launchpad, find the Other icon, and open Stickies. Otherwise, you can use an 
online sticky note app such as Notely (https://note.ly). 

As an introductory task for using digital sticky notes, help students, alone or in trios, practice opening a 
stickie, labeling it “Word Words,” and placing it on the desktop. Invite students to identify one header tab 
on Microsoft Word (or Google Docs), such as Home or Insert, and then determine some of the things they 
can do within that tab (for example, select or change font, text size, color, insert a text box, and so on). If 
you want your class to gain added familiarity with all header tabs, assign one header tab to each team and 
then allot the time for teams to make, share, and explain their stickie groups. 

As an alternative task for older students, make sure all teams turn on their computer’s share link and 
enable file and screen sharing. Start the stickie process with this chapter’s college and career connections 
activity (see the Instructional Strategy, page 96). Invite individual students to generate comments or con-
cerns about their own college and career, and write them on digital sticky notes. Instruct students to share 
their notes on the master file share so you can project the digital sticky notes onto the SMART Board. 

Help the class determine what overall themes they see by having everyone look over the collection of 
comments generated on the SMART Board and noting similarities and differences. Cluster the sticky notes 
with similar themes. Invite the entire group to determine all-encompassing, generalizable labels for the 
various clusters. In order to determine the labels for the various clusters that emerge, let the conversations 
revolve around the essence of each category and have the students create a verb for each label to indicate the 
needed action. Close with an all-class discussion of how the technology helped them do the various types 
of thinking involved in determining the outcome of this task. 

Grade-Level Digital Variations

The following sections provide grade-level variations for incorporating technology into lessons.



 Elementary Level

Adapt each of the classroom content lessons for this skill by integrating the digital sticky note strategy 
of grouping common ideas. For the primary lesson, download photos of rocks with their classifications 
(for example, see geology.com/rocks/). Invite students to research rock types (for example, metamorphic, 
sedimentary, and igneous). Then, have them list the names of rocks on a sticky note and begin the online 
grouping process. Second-language learners should participate in mixed language groups for their grade-level 
strategy. Pair special needs students with a partner or two who will help them through the lesson. 

  Middle Level

Set up a mock civil trial in your classroom. Have students draw names from a hat to determine roles: 
twelve jurors, judge, court reporter, attorney teams, guards, an opposing plaintiff and team, and a defendant 
and team. All others will be observers. Decide with the class the school-based issue that must be decided 
with evidence. Determine what evidence is needed. How much? How strong? After laying out the case with 
the class, allow the plaintiff team and the defendant team (both should include attorney teams) to prepare 
the cases with questions and data to support their arguments. They should prepare graphs, charts, and other 
visual aids to go with the arguments. (Google Sheets, Canva, and Word templates have available digital 
tools for creating visuals.) After the trial, canvass the jury to see why they made their determinations. End 
with a discussion about the different ways the key word determine was used. How were these uses similar 
and different?

  Secondary Level

Using the tools under the Microsoft Word Insert header tab, invite student trios to produce a résumé 
for a hypothetical successful student who will graduate from your school. Students should generate the 
qualifications of a student applying for a technology-centered college program. Ask students to consider 
the driving question, What are the characteristics of such an applicant? As a group, compile a list of those 
characteristics and have teams choose five to ten to represent their student. Each team can select a résumé 
template from Word or another online source. Set up the guiding rubric and give it to the students at the 
start of the process.


